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1 INTRODUCTION

Professional software developers spend a significant amount of time fixing builds; for example, one large-scale study found that developers build their code 7–10 times per day [12], with a significant number of builds being unsuccessful. Build errors include simple errors such as syntax errors, but for professional developers these are a small minority of errors; instead, the majority are linking errors such as unresolved symbols, type errors, and incorrect build dependencies [12]. A recent paper by Google reports roughly 10 developer-months of effort are spent every month fixing small build errors [10]. Therefore, automatically repairing build errors is a research problem that has potential to ease a frequent pain point in the developer workflow. Happily, there are good reasons to think that automatic build repair is feasible: fixes are often short, and we can test a proposed fix before showing it to a developer simply by rebuilding the project. Build repair is thus a potential “sweet spot” for automatic program repair, hard enough to require new research ideas, but still just within reach.

However, there is only a small literature on repairing build errors. Previous work has successfully repaired syntax errors like missing delimiters and parentheses [4, 5], but in our corpus of professional build errors (Table 1), fixes are more subtle, often requiring detailed information about the project APIs and dependencies. Recently, the DeepDelta system [10] aimed to repair build errors by applying neural machine translation (NMT), translating the text of the diagnostic message to a description of the repair. Although this work is promising, the use of an off-the-shelf NMT system severely limits the types of build errors that it can handle.

We introduce a new deep learning architecture, called Graph2Diff networks, specifically for the problem of predicting edits to source code, as a replacement for the celebrated sequence-to-sequence model used for machine translation. Graph2Diff networks map a graph representation of the broken code to a diff in a domain-specific language that describes the repair. The diff can contain not only tokens, but also pointers into the input graph (such as “insert token HERE”) and copy instructions (i.e. “copy a token from HERE in the input graph”). Thus, Graph2Diff networks combine, extend, and generalize a number of recent ideas from neural network models for source code [1, 2, 14]. We have obtained promising results on applying Graph2Diff networks for automatically repairing build errors, and more broadly, there is exciting potential that a large number of tasks across software engineering can be profitably cast as Graph2Diff networks.

2 METHOD

We formulate the problem of resolving a set of build diagnostics as a supervised machine learning problem. The input is the state of the source tree at the time of a broken build and a list of diagnostics returned by the compiler. The target output is a diff that can be applied to the code to resolve all of the diagnostics. For our purposes, a diff is a sequence of transformations to apply to the original source code to generate the repaired version. Compiler diagnostics do not always identify the source of the fault that needs to be repaired, so we require the models to predict the locations that need changing in addition to the repairs. This combines the well-studied problems of automated fault localization and automated program repair.

We collected a large dataset of 500k fixes by taking advantage of a highly-instrumented development process similar to that at Google, extending previous work by [10]. Examples from the dataset appear in Figure 1. An example edit script that Graph2Diff networks are trained to output appears in Figure 2.

At a high level, Graph2Diff networks learn to map the broken version of the code, represented as a graph, to an edit script that represents the fix. Graph2Diff is based on three key architectural ideas from deep learning: First, graph neural networks [8, 11] can explicitly encode syntactic structure, semantic information, and even information from program analysis in a form that neural networks can understand, allowing the network to learn to change one part of the code based on its relationship to another part of the code. For us, the graph represents the input to the build repair task, including the broken abstract syntax tree (AST) and the build diagnostics. Second, pointer models [13] can generate locations in the initial AST to be edited, which leads to a compact way of generating changes to large files (as diffs). Much work on program repair divides the problem into two separate steps of fault localization and generating the repair; unfortunately, fault localization is a difficult problem [9]. Using pointers, the machine learning component can predict both where and how to fix. Finally, the copy mechanism addresses the well-known out-of-vocabulary problem of source code [3, 6, 7]: source code projects often include project-specific identifiers that do not occur in the training set of a model. A copy mechanism can learn to copy any needed identifiers from the broken source code, even if they do not occur in the training set.

3 RESULTS

We follow standard machine learning experimental details, using train, validation and test splits and grid search for choosing hyperparameters. Our main metric is sequence-level accuracy, which
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is how often the model predicts the full sequence correctly. This is a strict metric that only gives credit for exactly matching the developer’s change.

We compare to the most closely related work, which is DeepDelta [10]. Even though DeepDelta can only be evaluated on a less-stringent task than exact developer fix match (because it has no pointer mechanism to precisely specify locations), we find that Graph2Diff networks achieve 26% accuracy versus DeepDelta achieving 10% accuracy when predicting less precise diffs. We interpret this result as showing promise about the potential of Graph2Diff networks for repairing broken builds, and also for code-editing tasks including other forms of program repair and beyond.
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